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Nanochannels provide means for detailed experiments on the effect of confinement on biomacro-
molecules, such as DNA. We here introduce a model for the complete unfolding of DNA from the
circular to linear configuration. Two main ingredients are the entropic unfolding force as well as
the friction coefficient for the unfolding process, and we describe the associated dynamics by a non-
linear Langevin equation. By analyzing experimental data where DNA molecules are photo-cut
and unfolded inside a nanochannel, our model allows us to extract values for the unfolding force
as well as the friction coefficient for the first time. In order to extract numerical values for these
physical quantities, we employ a recently introduced Bayesian inference framework. We find that
the determined unfolding force is in agreement with estimates from a simple Flory type argument.
The estimated friction coefficient is in agreement with theoretical estimates for motion of a cylin-
der in a channel. We further validate the estimated friction constant by extracting this parameter
from DNA’s center-of-mass motion before and after unfolding, yielding decent agreement.
1 Introduction
Nanofluidic channels combined with fluorescence microscopy have, during the last decade, ap-
peared as an experimental tool for studying the conformations of single DNA molecules under
nanoconfinement.[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] This method allows to stretch the DNA molecule so that its ex-
tension in the channel direction becomes much larger than the radius of gyration of the uncon-
fined molecule, making it possible to obtain coarse-grained sequence information through fluores-
cent labeling of DNA.[6, 7, 8, 9, 10] Nanoconfined DNA has also been used to study molecular
crowding,[11, 12] and the physical properties of nanoconfined DNA-protein complexes.[13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19]
Steady-state fluctuations of DNA conformations have been investigated thoroughly during the























2012 was reviewed by [39]. The emerging picture is quite complicated. Stiffness, self avoidance, and
confinement compete in determining the DNA extension, giving rise to a multitude of apparently
distinct physical regimes. Recently it was shown,[40] however, that the problem of determining the
steady-state extension distribution of nano-confined DNA can be mapped to a single stochastic,
telegraph model that describes the DNA conformations as random yet persistent random walks.
This theory predicts the universal scaling properties of the steady-state extension distribution
over a wide range of parameters. It is in excellent agreement with simulation results, and in good
agreement with experiments. The steady-state conformation fluctuations of nanoconfined DNA
molecules are thus well understood, including solvent effects.[41, 42]
Much less is known about the dynamics of confined DNA. Just as in the steady-state case, the
dynamics is very different depending on whether self-avoidance matters or not. When the DNA
molecule is so strongly confined that it does not fold back onto itself (it does not form ‘hairpins’),
then the problem of determining the conformational dynamics maps to that of a particle diffusing
in a potential [43], yielding an estimate of the relaxation time of the stochastic extension dynamics.
In wider channels where the molecule folds back many times, by contrast, the extension dy-
namics was described by a deterministic law,[44, 45] describing how the entropic force due to self
avoidance causes the molecule to unfold until the extension reaches its steady state. The unfolding
time is determined by the competition between the deterministic entropic force and hydrodynamic
friction. A related problem is the ejection of a DNA molecule from a nanochannel, also in this
case the dynamics was described by a deterministic law.[46]
In general the dynamics of confined DNA is subject to diffusive fluctuations, originating from
the molecular motion in the fluid. [47] considered a single hairpin in the conformation of a confined
semiflexible polymer. Entropic repulsion causes the hairpin to unfold. This process is described by
a generalized diffusion equation that takes into account the competition between the deterministic
entropic force and the stochastic molecular dynamics.[47]
[48] measured the unfolding dynamics of circular DNA to its linear form. Several different
types of biological DNA molecules are circular, such as mitochondrial DNA in eukaryotic cells and
chromosomal and plasmid DNA in bacteria. In particular, nanofluidic channels have been used
to identify and characterize bacterial plasmids that render bacteria resistant to antibiotics.[49,
50, 51, 52] The constraint that the ends of the DNA strand must connect to form a loop reduces
the steady-state extension of the DNA. When the circular molecule is cut, the resulting strand
consequently extends to a larger steady-state extension. It was observed that the unfolding process
exhibited fluctuations that prevented a full quantitative analysis of the dynamics in terms of a
deterministic model.
In this study, we developed a model to interpret the experimentally observed unfolding of
circular nano-confined DNA molecules. There are three main aspects that distinguish our system
from those in Refs. [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. First, the persistence length of the DNA molecules is of the
same order as the channel size, so that the DNA molecule can fold back upon itself several times.
The resulting conformations are thus quite different from those considered in Ref. [47]. Second,
immediately after the loop is cut, the unfolding process starts from both open ends. Eventually
one side reaches a steady-state extended configuration, while the other end continues to unfold.
These two stages are described by different equations. Third, and most importantly, the diffusive
part of the dynamics must be considered, not only its deterministic counterpart.[44, 45]
We compare the predictions of our model to new experimental data. The experiments reported
here use the same method as [48], but here the DNA is much longer which makes the unfolding
slower and easier to analyze in detail. We label the DNA with the fluorescent dye YOYO-1 and
exploit the fact that this dye forms reactive oxygen species in its excited state. These reactive
molecules cause single-strand breaks[53, 54] on the DNA backbone, so called ‘nicks’. When two
nicks occur sufficiently close to each other on opposite strands, a double-strand cut occurs, that
subsequently leads to unfolding of the circular DNA. In our experiments we observe how this
unfolding proceeds in real time using fluorescence microscopy.
Using our model we construct likelihood functions and analyze the experiments using a new
Bayesian inference procedure.[55] This framework allows us to accurately pin point the parameters
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Figure 1: Kymographs of plasmid unfolding in nanochannels in (left) 0.05 X TBE and (right) 0.5
X TBE buffer conditions (see text).
in the model (unfolding force and friction constant per length of the DNA), as well as testing the
quality of the stochastic model. A comparison between the inferred parameter values and simple
theoretical estimates shows reasonable agreement.
2 Experiments
The experiments use the same method as [48]. Nanochannels with dimensions 100 x 150 nm2 were
fabricated in fused silica by following a fabrication method described elsewhere[1]. Circular DNA
molecules of size ∼ 130 kbp (In Ref. [48] the DNAs where 42 kbps) stained with YOYO-1 at a
ratio of 1 dye per 10 bp were driven into the nanochannels by first identifying them visually in
connected microchannels. The circular DNA was unfolded to linear DNA while enclosed in the
nanochannels by generating a double strand cut via irradiation with the excitation light source
of the microscope. The DNA molecules were imaged with an epifluorescence microscope using
100x oil immersion and either a Photometrics Evolve EMCCD camera (pixel size: 159.2 nm) or
an Andor ixon ultra 888 EMCCD camera (pixel size: 130 nm) at a frame rate of either 9 fps or 6.2
fps with 100 ms exposure time, respectively. Each molecule was recorded in the circular form for
a few hundred of frames and then the unfolding process was recorded and finally the linear form
of the DNA was imaged until a second double strand break occurred, see Fig. 1 for two examples.
The experiments were performed at two buffer concentrations, 0.05X TBE and 0.5X TBE which
corresponds to ionic strengths 3.8 mM and 24.9 mM, respectively.[36]
3 Model of the unfolding dynamics
Consider a circular DNA in a nanochannel which at time t = t0 = 0 is cut at some point along its
contour. At this initial time there are two folded parts of the molecule which unfold simultaneously.
The dynamics then proceeds in two stages: (i) short times where both folds are present, and
(ii) later times, when only one fold is left. These feature different dynamics and are addressed
individually below.
The molecule unfolds after the cut because the free energy is higher in the folded state, due to
repulsive short-range interactions between the overlapping strands. Since the number of contact
points is proportional to the extension of the blob, so is the extra free energy caused by overlaps.
As a result, the unfolding force f is independent of the extension of the blob. This unfolding
force is counteracted by a drag force, caused by the movement of the unfolding DNA through
the solution. Since hydrodynamic interactions are screened at length scales beyond the channel
3
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Figure 2: Illustration of the extensions of circular and linear DNA in nanochannels.
dimension [56, 57], the drag force is proportional to the extension of the unfolding part, so that
its mobility µ is inversely proportional to its extension x, µ = 1/(γx). Here γ is the friction
coefficient.
To obtain a tractable model of the unfolding, we make four assumptions. First, we assume
that the unfolding process is “slow”, i.e. that it is much slower than the internal dynamics within
each strand. Second, we assume that the extension of a given DNA segment is not affected by
the interactions with the overlapping strand. In other words, we assume that the extension after
unfolding is twice as large as the extension of the uncut molecule, XU = 2XF (Fig. 2). This is an
oversimplification,[48] and in Section 6 we discuss how this may our parameter estimates. Third,
we assume that the mechanical properties of the DNA remain unchanged throughout the unfolding.
Also this is a simplification, because the imaging of the unfolding DNA may cause photonicking
which in turn may change the mechanical properties of the DNA molecule. Fourth, we make the
assumption that during unfolding there is no friction between the ”upper” and ”lower” parts (see
Figs. 2 and 3) of the DNA.
Note that we do not make any explicit assumptions about whether our system is in the Odijk
regime[39] or in the extended de Gennes regime.[29, 30, 31, 34] Since the channel width is of the
order of the persistence length of the DNA molecule, our system is in fact in between these two
regimes. However, it was recently shown that the underlying physics is the same in the different
regimes,[40] only prefactors in the estimates of forces and mobilities may differ. In particular, the
force f is independent of the extension, and the mobility is inversely proportional to the extension.
Here we determine the two parameters, f and γ, directly from experiments.
3.1 Double fold (stage 1)
We characterize the unfolding of the DNA blob by the coordinates x0, x1, x2, x3, xm, Fig. 3 (top).
These coordinates are time-dependent, but we leave the time-dependence implicit in this section,





where x1 and x2 are shown in Fig. 3 (top), and xm denotes the coordinate of the center of mass





The first component of F is the force f acting upon the upper left part of the DNA in Fig. 3
(top). The second component of F is the force acting upon the upper right part of the DNA.
Notice that these two forces have different signs, but the same magnitude (since they originate
from the same physical mechanism, see appendix A). The force associated with the center-of-mass
coordinate is the sum of all forces acting the different parts of the DNA, see Fig. 3 (top), and
hence the third component in F vanishes (there is no net force acting on the DNA). Also notice
4
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<latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6q X/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU 04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6q X/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU 04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6q X/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU 04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6q X/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU 04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit>
x0
<latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEK MXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0 JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLX TzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzz i6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8 Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JzCUeCe5LDylUkMdssk0VrI bHto=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq45u3QSL4Kpk3OhScOOygv2BdiiZNNOGJpkhuSOWoa/gxoUiPpU738aZtg ttPRD4OCch954oVdIhpd9eZWt7Z3evul87qB8eHfsn9Y5LMstFmycqsb2IOaGkEW2UqEQvtYLpSIluNL0r8+6TsE4m 5hFnqQg1GxsZS86wtJ6HtDb0G7RJFyKbEKygASu1hv7XYJTwTAuDXDHn+gFNMcyZRcmVmNcGmRMp41M2Fv0CDdPCh fli1jm5KJwRiRNbHINk4f5+kTPt3ExHxU3NcOLWs9L8L+tnGN+EuTRphsLw5UdxpggmpFycjKQVHNWsAMatLGYlfM Is41jUU5YQrK+8CZ2rZkCbwQOFKpzBOVxCANdwC/fQgjZwmMALvMG7p71X72NZV8Vb9XYKf+R9/gAjSoxd</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="JzCUeCe5LDylUkMdssk0VrI bHto=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq45u3QSL4Kpk3OhScOOygv2BdiiZNNOGJpkhuSOWoa/gxoUiPpU738aZtg ttPRD4OCch954oVdIhpd9eZWt7Z3evul87qB8eHfsn9Y5LMstFmycqsb2IOaGkEW2UqEQvtYLpSIluNL0r8+6TsE4m 5hFnqQg1GxsZS86wtJ6HtDb0G7RJFyKbEKygASu1hv7XYJTwTAuDXDHn+gFNMcyZRcmVmNcGmRMp41M2Fv0CDdPCh fli1jm5KJwRiRNbHINk4f5+kTPt3ExHxU3NcOLWs9L8L+tnGN+EuTRphsLw5UdxpggmpFycjKQVHNWsAMatLGYlfM Is41jUU5YQrK+8CZ2rZkCbwQOFKpzBOVxCANdwC/fQgjZwmMALvMG7p71X72NZV8Vb9XYKf+R9/gAjSoxd</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="6m9XMFm9XuFfBDDR8Y479ra evAI=">AAAB63icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIns2WhJtLDERMIEL2Vv2YMPu3mV3zkgIf8HGQmNs/UN2/hvv4A oFXzLJy3szmZkXJko6pPTbK62tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O2i1PLRYvHKrYPIXNCSSNaKFGJh8QKpkMlOuH4Jvc7j8I6 GZt7nCQi0GxoZCQ5w1x66tNKv1qjdToHWSV+QWpQoNmvfvUGMU+1MMgVc67r0wSDKbMouRKzSi91ImF8zIaim1HDt HDBdH7rjJxlyoBEsc3KIJmrvyemTDs30WHWqRmO3LKXi/953RSjq2AqTZKiMHyxKEoVwZjkj5OBtIKjmmSEcSuzWw kfMcs4ZvHkIfjLL6+S9kXdp3X/jtYa10UcZTiBUzgHHy6hAbfQhBZwGMEzvMKbp70X7937WLSWvGLmGP7A+/wBPgO Nrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfsW1cBTCoo6F5hchzvkxcL 2plM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NHArg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/P0O Nsw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="KmiCmp/Vi2lHqOrsKrsYkuP Si60=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NPAqg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/QMi NtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KmiCmp/Vi2lHqOrsKrsYkuP Si60=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NPAqg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/QMi NtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KmiCmp/Vi2lHqOrsKrsYkuP Si60=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NPAqg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/QMi NtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KmiCmp/Vi2lHqOrsKrsYkuP Si60=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0u agrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61bZQYxlsskpHpBtRyKTRvoUDJu7HhVAWSd4LJbe53Hrmx ItIPOI25r+hIi1Awirn0NPAqg2rNrbtzkFXiFaQGBZqD6ld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+q/QTy2PKJnTEexnVV HHrp/NbZ+QsU4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktx I2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7Yu659a9+8ta46aIowwncArn4MEVNOAOmtACBmN4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/QMi NtA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Akp+sGFHCQNeqan2vZLSuyZOX9Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9F j04rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVhC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GtTLg0rVrblzkFXiFaQKBZqD yld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+K/cTy2PKJnTEexnVVHHrp/NbZ+Q8U4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktxI2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7XrNc2ve/WW1cVPEUYJTOIML8OA KGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/Qk2NtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Akp+sGFHCQNeqan2vZLSuyZOX9Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9F j04rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVhC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GtTLg0rVrblzkFXiFaQKBZqD yld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+K/cTy2PKJnTEexnVVHHrp/NbZ+Q8U4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktxI2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7XrNc2ve/WW1cVPEUYJTOIML8OA KGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/Qk2NtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Akp+sGFHCQNeqan2vZLSuyZOX9Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9F j04rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVhC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GtTLg0rVrblzkFXiFaQKBZqD yld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+K/cTy2PKJnTEexnVVHHrp/NbZ+Q8U4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktxI2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7XrNc2ve/WW1cVPEUYJTOIML8OA KGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/Qk2NtQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Akp+sGFHCQNeqan2vZLSuyZOX9Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9F j04rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVhC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkNvc7j9xYEekHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVx6GtTLg0rVrblzkFXiFaQKBZqD yld/GLFEcY1MUmt7nhujn1KDgkk+K/cTy2PKJnTEexnVVHHrp/NbZ+Q8U4YkjExWGslc/T2RUmXtVAVZp6I4tsteLv7n9RIMr/1U6DhBrtliUZhIghHJHydDYThDOc0IZUZktxI2poYyzOLJQ/CWX14l7XrNc2ve/WW1cVPEUYJTOIML8OA KGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/Qk2NtQ==</latexit>
x3
<latexit sha1_base64="baAXohJCxnejGJaKGABuktDtpfk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0G PRi8cKthbaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0bZQYxlsskpHpBNRyKTRvoUDJO7HhVAWSPwTjm9x/eOTGikjf4yTmvqJDLULBKObSU/+80q/W3Lo7A1kmXkFqUKDZ r371BhFLFNfIJLW267kx+ik1KJjk00ovsTymbEyHvJtRTRW3fjq7dUpOMmVAwshkpZHM1N8TKVXWTlSQdSqKI7vo5eJ/XjfB8MpPhY4T5JrNF4WJJBiR/HEyEIYzlJOMUGZEdithI2oowyyePARv8eVl0j6re27du7uoNa6LOMpwBMdwCh5 cQgNuoQktYDCCZ3iFN0c5L8678zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5A0PSjbY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="baAXohJCxnejGJaKGABuktDtpfk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0G PRi8cKthbaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0bZQYxlsskpHpBNRyKTRvoUDJO7HhVAWSPwTjm9x/eOTGikjf4yTmvqJDLULBKObSU/+80q/W3Lo7A1kmXkFqUKDZ r371BhFLFNfIJLW267kx+ik1KJjk00ovsTymbEyHvJtRTRW3fjq7dUpOMmVAwshkpZHM1N8TKVXWTlSQdSqKI7vo5eJ/XjfB8MpPhY4T5JrNF4WJJBiR/HEyEIYzlJOMUGZEdithI2oowyyePARv8eVl0j6re27du7uoNa6LOMpwBMdwCh5 cQgNuoQktYDCCZ3iFN0c5L8678zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5A0PSjbY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="baAXohJCxnejGJaKGABuktDtpfk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0G PRi8cKthbaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0bZQYxlsskpHpBNRyKTRvoUDJO7HhVAWSPwTjm9x/eOTGikjf4yTmvqJDLULBKObSU/+80q/W3Lo7A1kmXkFqUKDZ r371BhFLFNfIJLW267kx+ik1KJjk00ovsTymbEyHvJtRTRW3fjq7dUpOMmVAwshkpZHM1N8TKVXWTlSQdSqKI7vo5eJ/XjfB8MpPhY4T5JrNF4WJJBiR/HEyEIYzlJOMUGZEdithI2oowyyePARv8eVl0j6re27du7uoNa6LOMpwBMdwCh5 cQgNuoQktYDCCZ3iFN0c5L8678zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5A0PSjbY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="baAXohJCxnejGJaKGABuktDtpfk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0G PRi8cKthbaUDbbTbt0dxN2J2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviKWw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0bZQYxlsskpHpBNRyKTRvoUDJO7HhVAWSPwTjm9x/eOTGikjf4yTmvqJDLULBKObSU/+80q/W3Lo7A1kmXkFqUKDZ r371BhFLFNfIJLW267kx+ik1KJjk00ovsTymbEyHvJtRTRW3fjq7dUpOMmVAwshkpZHM1N8TKVXWTlSQdSqKI7vo5eJ/XjfB8MpPhY4T5JrNF4WJJBiR/HEyEIYzlJOMUGZEdithI2oowyyePARv8eVl0j6re27du7uoNa6LOMpwBMdwCh5 cQgNuoQktYDCCZ3iFN0c5L8678zFvLTnFzCH8gfP5A0PSjbY=</latexit>
xm
<latexit sha1_base64="/25crAvIqdW4voSiXXX9es0rFpk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0dxN2N2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviAU31nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyjRDFssEpHuBtSg4ApblluB3VgjlYHATjC5zf3OI2rDI/VgpzH6ko4UDzmjNpeeBrIyqNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoDmo fvWHEUskKssENabnubH1U6otZwJnlX5iMKZsQkfYy6iiEo2fzm+dkbNMGZIw0lkpS+bq74mUSmOmMsg6JbVjs+zl4n9eL7HhtZ9yFScWFVssChNBbETyx8mQa2RWTDNCmebZrYSNqabMZvHkIXjLL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVz8OA KGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm/SN8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/25crAvIqdW4voSiXXX9es0rFpk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0dxN2N2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviAU31nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyjRDFssEpHuBtSg4ApblluB3VgjlYHATjC5zf3OI2rDI/VgpzH6ko4UDzmjNpeeBrIyqNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoDmo fvWHEUskKssENabnubH1U6otZwJnlX5iMKZsQkfYy6iiEo2fzm+dkbNMGZIw0lkpS+bq74mUSmOmMsg6JbVjs+zl4n9eL7HhtZ9yFScWFVssChNBbETyx8mQa2RWTDNCmebZrYSNqabMZvHkIXjLL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVz8OA KGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm/SN8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/25crAvIqdW4voSiXXX9es0rFpk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0dxN2N2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviAU31nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyjRDFssEpHuBtSg4ApblluB3VgjlYHATjC5zf3OI2rDI/VgpzH6ko4UDzmjNpeeBrIyqNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoDmo fvWHEUskKssENabnubH1U6otZwJnlX5iMKZsQkfYy6iiEo2fzm+dkbNMGZIw0lkpS+bq74mUSmOmMsg6JbVjs+zl4n9eL7HhtZ9yFScWFVssChNBbETyx8mQa2RWTDNCmebZrYSNqabMZvHkIXjLL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVz8OA KGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm/SN8A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/25crAvIqdW4voSiXXX9es0rFpk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0dxN2N2IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviAU31nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyjRDFssEpHuBtSg4ApblluB3VgjlYHATjC5zf3OI2rDI/VgpzH6ko4UDzmjNpeeBrIyqNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoDmo fvWHEUskKssENabnubH1U6otZwJnlX5iMKZsQkfYy6iiEo2fzm+dkbNMGZIw0lkpS+bq74mUSmOmMsg6JbVjs+zl4n9eL7HhtZ9yFScWFVssChNBbETyx8mQa2RWTDNCmebZrYSNqabMZvHkIXjLL6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVz8OA KGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fm/SN8A==</latexit>
f
<latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6q X/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU 04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6q X/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU 04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6q X/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU 04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0G PRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6q X/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU 04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit>
f
<latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt 0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I 2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt 0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I 2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt 0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I 2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt 0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRiBs/m186I 2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit>
f
<latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbT bt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRi Bs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbT bt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRi Bs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbT bt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRi Bs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hCA79D1aEzWyt2NWfsswks9eOac=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbT bt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpIawMqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/1hzNKIK2SSGtPz3AT9jGoUTPJZpZ8anlA2oSPes1TRi Bs/m186I2dWGZIw1rYUkrn6eyKjkTHTKLCdEcWxWfZy8T+vl2J47WdCJSlyxRaLwlQSjEn+NhkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVow8lD8JZfXiXti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AIGITzDK7w5E+fFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8A/2OM/g==</latexit>
x1
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Figure 3: Cartoon of DNA unfolding. A circular DNA molecule is cut at a random point along
its contour. There are unfolding forces (all with magnitude f) of entropic origin that drives the
process, counteracted by frictional forces. The dynamics proceeds in two stages: In stage 1 (top)
the DNA consists of two folded parts, while in stage 2 (bottom) one of these has unfolded. The
unfolding proceeds until the conformation is linear.
the dashed force arrows in Fig. 3 (top). These cancel out and, for a system where the polymer
extension is independent of the configuration (such that XU = 2XF), they do not contribute to
the dynamics in our model.
Given our choice of coordinates and associated forces, the system obeys the Fokker-Planck
equation[58]
∂tp(x, t) = −∇T (µF p− kBTµ∇p). (3)
The mobility matrix, µ, is defined through
〈x˙〉 = µF, (4)
where 〈. . .〉 denotes ensemble average, i.e., an average over different realizations of the process
with identical initial conditions.
Let us now consider the mobility matrix. As we focus on the unfolding dynamics, we consider
the lengths of the folded parts of the molecule (Fig. 3), i.e. the folds, which have extensions
xl = x1 − x0 , xr = x3 − x2, (5)
corresponding to the left and right fold, respectively. Assuming no friction or tension between the
strands, the tensor µ is diagonal:
µ =
µl 0 00 µr 0
0 0 µm
 . (6)









Here, µl and µr are the mobilities of the two upper segments and and µm = 1/(γX) is the mobility
of the lower segment, where X is the length of this segment (equal to the extension of the DNA,
see Fig. 3, top). We must have XU = X + xl + xr and hence
µm =
1
γ(XU − xl − xr) . (8)
This concludes our discussion of the mobility matrix.








 with M = 1
2
1 0 −10 −1 1
0 0 1
 , (9)
µ′ = MµMT =
1
4
µl + µm −µm −2µm−µm µr + µm 2µm
−2µm 2µm 4µm
 . (10)
In this basis, the Fokker-Planck equation takes the form




Eq. 11 is a generalization of Eq. 12 in Ref. [47] in two ways. First, we describe the dynamics of a
system with two folds instead of one, and second, we do not restrict movement of the long strand
of DNA connecting the folds.
Since µ′ does not depend on xm, we can integrate the Fokker-Planck equation (11) with respect





























with (BBT )ij = µ
′
ij and dη is uncorrelated Gaussian noise, such that 〈dηi(t)dηj(t′)〉 = δijδ(t−t′)dt.
In Eq. (13) the two first terms on the right hand side contribute to a mean decrease of the fold
lengths xi, mainly due to the unfolding force f . The final term on the right hand side represents
the random fluctuations present in the system. The mean behavior given by the first terms depend
explicitly on the current coordinates, which feature random fluctuations.
For the analysis in Sec. 4 we need the likelihood function for the parameters γ and f for stage
1. In order to calculate this quantity, we note for a small dt, we can approximate the average
behavior







where we indicate that the mobilities are calculated prior to the increment. By defining y(t+dt) =
x′(t+ dt)− 〈x(t+ dt)〉, we find the covariance
〈yi(t+ dt)yj(t+ dt)〉 = 2kBTµ′ij(t)dt. (15)
The residuals y from a time series of xl and xr, obtained via Eq. (14), thus occur with the
probability











where µ′2 is the upper left 2x2 matrix in µ
′. Since the thermal noise generating the deviations
from the expected unfolding behavior is uncorrelated in time, the likelihood for the entire first
unfolding stage is the product of the likelihoods in the form of Eq. (16).
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3.2 One fold (stage 2)













The first component of f above is the force acting on the upper part of the DNA in Fig. 3 (bottom).
The second component of f is the force acting on the lower part of the DNA.
The µ is the mobility matrix is defined through Eq. (4). Assuming, as before, that there is no












Here, µ2 is the mobility of the upper part of the DNA in Fig. 3 (bottom). Similarly the mobility
for the lower DNA part is µ1 = 1/(γX), where X is the length of this segment. Since XU = X+x
(assuming that, as before, that the extension of a DNA segment is approximately independent on
whether it is folded or unfolded) we have
µ1 =
1
γ(XU − x) . (21)
Given the coordinates, forces and mobilities above, the Fokker-Planck equation for stage 2 becomes
∂tp = −∇T (µFp− kBTµ∇p). (22)
In terms of x1 and x2, the measured extension of the fold is given by:
x = x3 − x2 = 1
2
(XU + x1 − x2), (23)
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Note that µ′ is independent of the center of mass coordinate z. Integrating the Fokker-Planck
equation
∂tp = −∇′T (µ′F′p− kBTµ′∇′p). (27)
over z and removing surface terms we find









which is a generalization of Eq. 12 in Ref. [47], since we allow movement of both strands in the















where 〈dη(t)〉 = 0 and 〈dη(t)dη(t′)〉 = δ(t−t′)dt. As in stage 1, the first two terms on the left hand
side of Eq. (29) are deterministic contributions to the dynamics, while the last term represents the
thermal fluctuations which play a key role in the dynamics. Once again, we are forced to calculate
short term expectations and variances, and cannot neglect the noise term.
In order to obtain the likelihood function we proceed as for stage 1. We use that for a short
time dt we can approximate the mean










and by defining y(t+ dt) = x(t+ dt)− 〈x(t+ dt)〉, we find
〈y(t+ dt)2〉 = kBT
2
µ+dt, (31)
such that the likelihood function for a specific increment









where µ+ in (30) is, once again, evaluated at the coordinate before the increment.
Since each individual increment is taken to be independent, the complete likelihood function
is the product of the likelihoods of stage 1 and stage 2.
4 Bayesian parameter estimation
Armed with a stochastic model for the unfolding process, we utilize the Bayesian framework to
infer parameter estimates for experimental data. For each individual experiment we extract the
coordinates x0(t), x1(t), x2(t), x3(t) at each measurement, as seen in Fig. 4. We then use Eq. (5)
to find xl(t) and xr(t) in stage 1 and Eq. (23) to find x(t) in stage 2. In order to estimate XU, we
take the time average of the observable
X˜U (t) = 2x3 − x2 + x1 − 2x0 (33)
for the stage 1 dynamics. We, however, point out that there are several potential estimates of
XU. For instance, we could take the time average of the extensions after complete unfolding, or,
twice the time average of the measured extension before the cut occurred. These two estimates
yield slightly different results. The estimate above is a compromise between these two cases. In
Sec. 6 we comment on how the assumption that XU remains constant during unfolding may affect
estimated parameters.
To infer the parameters θ = (f, γ) from the data D = {xl(t), xr(t), x(t)} ∀t, we employ Bayes’
theorem
P (θ|D) = P (D|θ)P (θ)
P (D)
, (34)
where P (D|θ) is the likelihood function and P (θ) is the prior probabilities for the parameters.
The left hand side is the posterior probability distribution for the parameters and describes our
knowledge of the parameters knowing the experimental data.[60] For the sake of parameter esti-
mation, we may consider the evidence P (D) as being a normalization constant, whereas for model
comparison it is the main subject of interest.
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If the distribution in Eq. 34 has a single peak, then its mean constitutes our best guess for
the true parameters f and γ, while the peak width determines the uncertainty of the estimate.
As long as the prior P (θ) is nonzero around the peak of the likelihood function, the details of its
shape has little influence on the results. We choose a uniform prior for the unfolding force such
that f ∈ [0; 0.500] fN, while we use a Jeffreys prior[60] for the friction and restrict it such that
γ ∈ [10−6; 0.5] Pa · s. The Jeffreys prior assigns equal prior probability to each decade, and is used
since the order of magnitude for the parameter is unknown.
The shape of the posterior distribution in Eq. (34) is found by calculating the likelihood
function for each individual kymograph. If T timesteps ∆D are extracted from the kymograph,







P (∆Dj |θ), (35)
where the P (∆Di) in the first sum is calculated with Eq. (16) and P (∆Dj) in the second sum is
calculated with Eq. (32). We use the Nested Sampling algorithm[61] to investigate the shape of the
posterior Eq. (34) which is done by exploring the likelihood Eq. (35) for all regions of the parameter
space allowed by the prior and increasing sampling density as the likelihood rises around the peak.
We display a sample data set along with slices of its likelihood function in Fig. (4), where the
parameters are varied around the maximum likelihood point to display how the likelihood decays
in both directions. The likelihood functions shown above should be interpreted with care, since
they are one dimensional slices of a two-dimensional parameter space, but they serve as a useful
visual guide. Printed estimates reflect the complete set of samples.
In addition to parameter estimation, we perform a model check to confirm the validity of the
model for the dynamics. This is done by drawing sets of parameters θ∗ from the inferred posterior
distribution in Eq. (34) and simulating a new data series D∗ from the same initial coordinates
as the original data. We compare the new likelihood P (D∗|θ∗) with the original P (D|θ∗) and
extract p-values as described in Ref. [55]. If the model is a good description of the data, then
the data set D and its corresponding likelihood should be typical for the model, and we expect
that the p-value is not close to either 0 or 1. In contrast if the model lacks a critical aspect of the
dynamics, then extreme values of p are expected to occur.
5 Results
In total 11 time traces of unfolding DNA for salt concentration 0.05X TBE and 9 time traces
for the concentration of 0.5X TBE were collected and analyzed. The kymographs (compare to
Figure 4) were pre-processed, as shown in appendix E to generate time series for the fold lengths
discussed in section 3.
The likelihood for each individual data set was explored for the parameter space as specified
in section 4. In Fig. 5 we display contours of the likelihood function where the contour is drawn at
exp(− 12 ) of the peak value. Assuming a Gaussian shape of the likelihood, each contour corresponds
to the 1σ curve and holds approximately 39.4% of the likelihood for the data set.
Visual inspection indicates that data sets from different salt concentrations follow two different
distributions while being stretched along a line through the origin due to some systematic effect.
We have checked that similar spreads occur for sets of artificial data using fixed values for γ and
f , and illustrate this in Appendix C.
For a compiled result we utilize the mean values for the parameters f and γ from the Bayesian
analysis of each data set. We then average over the data sets for each concentration and display
the results in Table 1. Since only the ratio f/γ has been estimated in previous experiments, we
add such estimates to the table.
Let us now compare our results Table 1 to theoretical predictions for the unfolding force and
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f = 19.1± 3.7 fN γ = 1.27± 0.19 mPa s

















Figure 4: (Top) Sample kymograph with the extracted fold contours highlighted. The columns in
this image correspond to different positions along the nanochannel, and the rows corresponds to
different time frames. Dark regions are background, intermediate intensities correspond to linear
DNA, and high intensity regions are double-stranded DNA. (Bottom, left) Time series of the fold
lengths during the unfolding process. (Bottom, right) Slices of the likelihood functions for the
friction coefficient, γ, and unfolding force, f around the maximum likelihood point, obtained using
Bayesian inference on the hairpin trajectories to the left.














Figure 5: Likelihood contours, as in Eq. (35), for the individual data sets for two salt concentrations
drawn at exp(− 12 ) times the maximum value.
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Ionic strength f/fN γ/mPa s fγ /
µm2
s
0.05X 14.8± 1.3 1.16± 0.10 12.8± 0.8
0.5X 6.7± 1.2 1.56± 0.26 4.25± 0.16
Table 1: The mean values and standard errors for the unfolding force and friction coefficient for
each salt concentration estimated from the unfolding dynamics.
in the extended de Gennes regime, see Eq. (38). Using this expression, we find the estimates
f0.05X = 9.4 fN for salt concentration 0.05X TBE and f0.5X = 6.2 fN for salt concentration 0.5X
TBE. These values are somewhat higher than the experimentally inferred ones, while still within
an order of magnitude. Similarly we can provide a simple theoretical estimate for the friction. The
estimated drag for a simplified steady state model of cylinders shown in appendix B, Eq. (44),
displaying only a weak logarithmic dependence on the effective width and hence ionic strength.
Plugging in numerical values for the quantities in this equation, we obtain γest ' 1.6 mPa s The
Bayesian estimates are thus in reasonable agreement with naive estimates, while also indicating
the anticipated effect of changing salt concentrations.
In order to validate the estimated numerical value for γ above, we estimated γ in two other
independent, and simpler, ways. To that end, for the experiments where the edge coordinates of
the molecule could be extracted at all times, we carried out the the Bayesian data analysis on
the Brownian motion of the center of mass coordinate before and after the unfolding takes place
(motion of circular DNA and fully unfolded linear DNA). From this the total friction constant
for the DNA could be obtained, and by dividing this number by XU, we find two other estimates
for the friction coefficient, γ. By this approach, we find values of γ that are higher than the
ones obtained from the unfolding analysis, see Table. 2. The discrepancy between the friction
Ionic strength γpre cut/mPa s γpost cut/mPa s
0.05X 6.03± 0.32 3.03± 0.20
0.5X 8.93± 0.21 3.19± 0.08
Table 2: The mean values and standard errors for the friction coefficient for each salt concentration
estimated from the center of mass dynamics.
coefficient estimates for the different regimes is concerning, but, we believe, understandable. We
address possible causes in Section 6.
Performing the information content check described above on each data set, we obtain the p-
values in Fig. 6, depicting the original data set as well as two rescalings. As expected for a model
which describes the data well, the p-values seem centered around 0.5 with few extreme values for
the model. Note that nearly all p-values increase at the first rescaling step, in such a way as to
centralize the distribution somewhat. This could be an indicator of some short time dynamics,
e.g. measurement noise, which we cannot account for.
6 Summary and discussion
We introduced a stochastic model for the unfolding of polymers in narrow channels. Using the
Bayesian framework we have used the model to perform parameter inference for experimental
data. Our framework allows for inference of the friction coefficient as well as the unfolding force,
which have not previously been obtained independently. Comparing the experimental results to
theoretical estimates, we find that the parameters show reasonable agreement.
To validate the results, we also estimated the friction coefficient from the regular center-of-mass
diffusion of the DNA molecules prior to and after the unfolding process. We found consistently
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Figure 6: (Top) An experimental sample trajectory along with simulated trajectories using the
same starting point and the estimated values for f and γ in the model of Section. 3. (Bottom)
p-values for this model are shown for each data set with rescaling two and three times the time
step.
larger values for the friction coefficient, while remaining within one order of magnitude. Several
factors may produce this discrepancy. First, in the image analysis, the trajectories are extracted
by identifying areas with different light intensity. The lack of contrast between the circular DNA,
linear DNA and background regions can cause error and associated “jaggedness” in the estimated
edge positions in the kymographs. Such “jaggedness” will appear as effective noise in the model,
and in effect lead to a reduction in the estimated friction coefficient.
Another shortcoming of our model is that, as in the study by Levy et al.[44], we assume that
the extension of a DNA segment is unaffected by interactions with other overlapping strands. This
assumption is, however, not correct in general, since entropy effects cause the local extension of a
segment to expand when there are other strands nearby. Thus, if the DNA has contour length L
and is in a linear (unfolded) state in the nanochannel, the extension XU is given as XU = αUL. In
the extended de Gennes regime, the value of the prefactor αU is known exactly,[34] and for stronger
confinement the values were computed in Ref. [40]. In the circular (folded) state, the molecule
has extension XF = αF
L
2 , see Fig. 2. Dorfman et al. [62] report that for their measurements,
αU is between 0.83 and 0.90, while estimates of the ratio αF /αU range between 1.36 ± 0.14 for
183 nm channels and 1.12 ± 0.26 for 45 nm channels. We also estimated the extension ratios for
out data (same trajectories which were used in the center-of-mass analysis, see appendix D). We
found that for 0.05X TBE αF /αU = 1.071 ± 0.014, and for 0.5X TBE αF /αU = 1.113 ± 0.048.
Our estimates are thus in reasonable agreement with earlier studies.[62, 48]
A third simplification in our model is that we ignore the effect of nicking on the mechanical
and frictional properties of DNA. For instance, when a nicking event occurs on only one strand,
the DNA at the nick site is like a ”hinge”. Such a hinge is expected to change the persistence
length of the DNA locally. On the other hand we may argue that since (1) the time frame of the
measurements of the unfolding is shorter than the time leading up to the start of the unfolding
process, and (2) the extension and the fluctuations are not changing significantly during this time,
any changes in DNA mechanical properties can be neglected during the unfolding process.
Finally, note that a correction of the friction coefficient estimate should be followed by a similar
correction of the force estimate, since these are positively correlated.
Our study demonstrates the strength of combining stochastic modeling of single molecule
dynamics with the new Bayesian inference framework from Ref. [55]. This framework allow us to,
not only precisely pin-point all parameters in the model with associated error estimates, but also,
via its p-value, perform a check whether the model is consistent with the experimental data.
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A Estimate for the unfolding force in the extended de Gennes
regime
We consider the free energy, G, for a linear DNA molecule inside a nanochannel with the extension











where A and B are number of order unity, L is the contour length, lp the persistence length, and
weff is the effective width of the molecule, while D1, D2 are the the widths of the nanochannel.
We treat the circular polymer as two chains of length L/2 which are forced to overlap, such that










Making the (crude) approximation XU = 2XF = X, we estimate the force, see Eqs. 2 and 18, by








We obtain the numbers A and B by exploiting the fact that analytical results are known[34] for


















so B ' 1.05. (40)
We use the approximate values L ' 43µm (the circular DNA molecules carry approximately 130
kbp), D1 = 100 nm, D2 = 150 nm as well as the extension for each ionic strength X0.05X ' 17µm
and X0.5X ' 13µm. The effective width weff is calculated in Ref. [36], stating w0.05Xeff = 26 nm
and w0.5Xeff = 10 nm, which combine to the crude estimates
f0.05X ' 9.4 fN
f0.5X ' 6.2 fN.
From Eq. (38) we see that the force should scale inversely with the D1 and D2 but linearly in weff .
As lower salt concentrations will yield larger effective widths[1] but only slightly smaller extension
R, we predict a larger force for these systems, in agreement with numerical values for the forces
extracted via the Bayesian analysis, see main text.
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B Estimate for the friction constant
To estimate the friction coefficient, γ, we model the DNA molecule as a solid cylinder of radius
r1 and the nanochannel as a surrounding cylinder of radius r2, both of infinite length. The
smaller cylinder moves at a constant speed v0along the z axis, and the system is symmetric under
rotations around and translations along this axis. Enforcing ”no-slip” assumptions on the walls
of both cylinders, we expect a nonzero gradient of velocities along the radial r axis. Assuming









vz = 0 (41)










The viscosity η then produces a drag per length of the cylinder D = γv0, which is given by
the integral around the z axis of the stress tensor component σzr = η
∂vz(r)










Using the viscosity of water ηw ' 1 mPa s and the ratio r1/r2 = 1/50, we find that
γest ' 1.6 mPa s.
From Eq. (44), we see that there is a logarithmic dependence on the DNA cylinder width r1, which
should increase with lower salt concentrations, but the logarithmic form weaken this effect.
C Simulations
We use Eqs. (14) and (15) to evolve the fold conformations until either xl or xr falls below 0. The
initial values for xl or xr were estimated from the experimental kymograph. Then we use Eq. (30)
and (31) to evolve the remaining fold until this also vanishes. Using such a simulated data set, we
test the Bayesian framework by comparing the inferred values to the ones used for simulation.
For a sample data set we use xl(0) and xr(0) along with the estimates of XU, γ and f to
replicate 10 artificial data sets for two different sets of parameter values, and represent the Bayesian
parameter inference results in Fig. 7. Note how the limited statistics lead to a slight spread between
the inferred values similarly to the estimates from the experimental data in Fig. 5.
D Center of mass analysis



















Parameter inference for simulations
Figure 7: Circles corresponding to the 1σ contours of the likelihood function P (D|γ, f) for 20
replicated data sets as in Fig. 5. The parameters used for the simulations are indicated by crosses.
In particular, the estimate above applies to both the motion of intact circular DNA (before un-
folding) and linear DNA (after unfolding). The Fokker-Planck equation for the center-of-mass















with η(t) ∼ N(0, 1). For a small timestep dt, the center-of-mass coordinate thus has zero mean
increments and the variance
σ2 = 〈(x(t+ dt)− x(t))2〉 = 2kBT
γXU
dt. (48)










where we explicify the dependence on γ as well as XU.
We found that for 0.05X TBE, there were seven trajectories which our image analysis method,
see appendix E, could provide complete edge trajectories before and after unfolding. For 0.5X,
there were four such complete trajectories. We applied the Bayesian analysis to these 11 trajec-
tories, using the likelihoods given above.
E Image analysis
Consider a raw kymograph, of the type in Fig. 8 (panel a). The intensities in the associated image
are denoted I(row, col) for different rows and columns. As in Ref. [48] we aim to segment such
a kymograph into background, linear DNA containing pixels and circular DNA containing pixels.
Also, as in Ref. [48] we use the multi-Otsu method as a first step (step 1 below) in this task.
However, in the present study the aim is to detect all edges at all times and connect these edges
into trajectories, rather than finding the cutting point, cutting time and unfolding time. For that
reason, steps 2-4 below are new to this study.
Our method for creating edge trajectories from a kymograph consists of four steps:
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1. Image segmentation. We first segment the image into three regions: (i) region with two
DNA double-strands (high intensity), (ii) region one double-strand DNA (medium intensity)
and (iii) background (low intensity). To that end, we use the multi-Otsu method (’multi-
thresh’ in Matlab) with three levels.[48] We create two masks, one for region (i) and one for
region (ii). A mask is an image which = 1 for a pixel belonging to that region and = 0 for a
region which does not belong to that region. We then find the largest connected component
for each mask (this removes salt and pepper noise). Examples of segmented images for the
two regions can be seen in Figure 8 (panels b and c).
2. Initial edge detection. We next run a median filter with a 3×3 window on the each of
the two masks from step 2 in order to correct for corrupt edges. We then apply a derivative
filter along rows, i.e., identify all 0-1 (left edge) and 1-0 (right edge) transitions for all rows.
Ideally, we now have all edges identified – for the unfolding regime, we should have four
edges and for the intact circular DNA and fully unfolded DNA we should have two edges for
all time frames. In practice, it could happen that the derivative filter provides more than
the expected number of edges. This sensitivity-to-noise issue is dealt with next.
3. Keypoint detection. To deal with the problem above, we detect robust “keypoints” in
the masks for region (i) and (ii), see Fig. 8 (panels d and e). There are several keypoints:
two start edges – the leftmost edge and rightmost edges in the first time frame for region
(i). Two stop edges – the leftmost and rightmost edges in the last time point in region (ii).
The cutting point is the point at which the cut occurred and is identified as the first time
frame where four edges were detected in the mask image for region (i). The leftmost edge
and rightmost edge at the cutting time are also keypoints. Finally, we identify the time at
which the first and second fold disappeared in the mask for region (i). The left and right
fold positions at these times serve as keypoints. The keypoints as defined above are robust
and not sensitive to noise for the data at hand.
4. Edge tracing. With the keypoints above as input, we then run a shortest path algorithm
between these points in order to determine the edge trajectories. To that end, we consider
each of the white pixels in the derivative filtered images (panels d and e in Figure 8) as a node
in a graph. We connect each node to a node in the next row if it is within colSpan number of
pixels. We then find the path from the start keypoint to the end keypoint which minimizes a
cost function using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm (’shortestpath’ in Matlab). The cost
function is a sum over all rows where a jump in the horizontal direction is given a weight
wn, where n is difference in row numbers between time frames. We choose, colSpan=17 and
w=3.
An example of the final edge trajectories is found in Fig. 8 (panel f).
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